	
  

Date:
Notes from:

10/28/15
Periodic CSSG telecon

Participants:

David Erickson, David Hayes, Fitz Trumble, Jerry Hicks, Bob Wilson,
Jim Morman, David Heinrichs, Skip Kahler (NDAG)

Status of Taskings:
Tasking 2015-02 3007 Revision.
Hicks
Tasking is ready to sign. Justification memo approved. Trying for a telecon this week,
or next, to get it kicked off. Will get confirmation from JNM then get tasking signed.
Action: Hicks get Jerry ‘buy in’, then finalize for signature.
Tasking 2015-03 AA HNDBK.
McLaughlin/Hicks
TPM is ‘back in the saddle’ and sent out a final draft this AM, most have weighed in,
awaiting final OK, prior to sending off.
Action: McLaughlin coordinating (Wilson will respond when back in the office next
week)
Tasking 2015-05 WTP
Wilson
Tasking has been drafted, awaiting info (dates) from ORP to proceed. Expecting to be in
next few months, probably schedule site visit in January. Still looking for Fluid
Dynamics SME support.
Action: Bob Wilson identify FD SME.
Membership Policy Revision
Good to go, just need to ship it out.

Erickson/Hayes

Action: Hayes to send Final to Jerry for approval and then post to website.
Status of other Actions from Aiken Meeting
Review of Hands-On
Trumble/Kimball/Brady-Raap
Need to draft the tasking. Class dates are set, determine what parts of the class to
review. Calvin will be participating/assisting. Wilson audited last class, will
provide documentation to Fitz.
Action: Trumble (et. al.) draft the tasking.
STD-3009/CFR 830 Nuclear Safety overload on NCS
Hayes/Hicks
Effort is starting. A list of items for consideration has been generated and being
reviewed. Further communication will be provided as available.
	
  

	
  

Action: Hayes/Hicks communicate to CSSG what has been identified, and proposed
attack plan.
Other?
DOE-STD-1158 Revision
Berg
Justification being drafted. CSCT will have the lead. CSSG should have a tasking to
perform a review.
Action: Erickson identify when CSSG may perform review and draft tasking
accordingly.

	
  

